Lucca to Pisa cycle Tour

Lucca to Pisa cycle Tour
Cycling tour Lucca to Pisa. From March 1 until October 31
For guided options from 4 persons or more send us an email
Check also our Road Bike friendly hotel pages : CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS BIKE HOTELS
Only need a bike for Tuscany? Check: BIKE RENTALS TUSCANY

Cycling Tour Lucca to Pisa on E bike or Trekking bike
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Cycle a wonderful road bike trip in Tuscany. You will cycle from the Tuscan town of Lucca along
the coast to Versilia, Pisa and you come back to Lucca.
The best way to visit and enjoy Pisa, Lucca and the Tuscan coastline is jumping on your bike up
and exploring the old centres of beautiful cities like Pisa & Lucca. Cycle through the charming
villages of Tuscany and along the promenade of Versilia. Exploring the cities of Pisa and Lucca
on your bicycle is the perfect way of transportation. Follow the coastline and cycle from town to
town, following the rivers. This cycling trip is on quiet local roads and on perfectly paved bike
path inside the city.
You travel through enchanting towns where nature's charms combine with the wonders of art
and the pleasure of excellent cuisine. This bicycle tour begins in the medieval town of Lucca.
From here you cycle to Pisa. This city is world famous for its art and Italian culture. Only need a
bike? Let Cycle Classic Tours arrange your bike hire before you leave to Lucca or Pisa. The
beautiful region of Tuscany is well known as a cycle paradise for all kinds of cycling...

Cycle Tuscany and immerse the beautiful towns of Lucca & Pisa
Charming (3* and 4* hotels) where you will be able to relax
Baggage transport- The base in Lucca guarantee a direct assistance
The medieval town of Lucca; Lucca “the town of 100 churches”
Fantastic scenery, perfect roads and fine food makes Italy a road cycling paradise
Visit the UNESCO world Heritage city of Pisa
Discover Italy and peddle through peaceful medieval villages

Itinerary
Day 1
Check in
Check in around 14.00 at your charming hotel in Lucca. There will be a briefing, bike fitting and
the tour organizer explains the coming itinerary of this cycle Lucca-Pisa Trip road cycling tour.
Airport transfers from Pisa or Florence airport (on request). Overnight in Lucca.
Day 2
Lucca countryside - altitude 330m or 150m
Lucca and its countryside deserve a sightseeing tour along the local roads, unbeaten by
tourists, among medieval hamlets, parish churches, small farms and old oil mills, where the
famous extra virgin oil d.o.p. of Lucca is produced. A taste of pure countryside before going to
the sea. We have selected an easy itinerary of about 36km and one a little more challenging of
59km to give you a chance to take really all the best of this area.
Day 3
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Lucca to Viareggio - altitude 150m
We leave Lucca in the morning, when streets and typical shops look more lively and bright.
Leaving the city centre you will pass by an old Carthusian monastery and Nozzano, an ancient
hamlet maintaining its original aspect and fortifications, to reach Massaciuccoli park, on
Massaciucoli lake, after a country uphill road. From the short hill you will have an enchanting
view of the park , the coast and the sea on the horizon. From here to Viareggio, Marina di
Pietrasanta and Versilia beaches it’s a pleasant biking in a totally different landscape.
Day 4
Versilia to Pisa - altitude flat
The third stage of the tour starts cycling along the “Versilia” promenade, one of the most
famous in Tuscany. You will cross the small town of Viareggio, known as resort for famous
people, for its Carnival and for the production of yachts and luxurious boats. Changing scenery
again you will bike through the Natural Park of “Migliarino - San Rossore- Massaciuccoli”,
typical for its sweet-smelling pinewoods and sand dunes, and visit Torre del Lago Puccini, on its
centre. The tour will take you in Pisa again for the night.
Day 5
Departure day
Time to say goodbye...., a good flight back home or else a pleasant stay in Italy. Transfers to
the railway station or the airports of Pisa & Florence (on request).

Airport
Florence international Airport is named after one of the most famous Italians - Amerigo
Vespucci. There is no train connection with the airport. From Florence railway station
there are good connections to all kinds of cities in Italy. The airport is lies only four
kilometers away from Florence. Shuttle buses leaving every 30 minutes. Florence airport
is only 80 kilometres away from the airport of Pisa, Galileo Galilei.
Pisa Airport is two kilometres from Pisa, 20 kilometres from Lucca and 80 kilometres
from Florence. You can find the train station just outside the terminal. Pisa Airport lies
directly on the highway Florence-Pisa-Livorno. Because the airport is so close to the city
a ride to the center of Pisa does not take more than ten minutes.
Trains
Lucca's train station is situated on the south side of town in Piazza Ricasoli. Lucca is on
the Florence-Viareggio train line, with frequent service to Florence. The ride takes takes
one hour and 10 minutes to Lucca from. Also Buses run daily to Lucca as well, and
leave from Piazza Verdi next to the tourist office.
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Booking Information
Add your start date
All prices are based on double rooms. All day departures! For bookings and inquiries
contact us info@cycleclassictours.com
Prices March,April,October: €420,00
May to September: €460,00
Extra Information
1. Fill out and submit the online booking request or send an email to
info@cycleclassictours.com
2. Once we receive your request we contact our local tour operator if the tour is available.
3. When the tour operator confirms to us. We confirm to you and send you over to our tour
operator
4. We tend and try to send all over within 48 hours.
5. You will receive an invoice, the tour program and the terms and conditions of the tour
operator.
6. Please do not make travel plans until you receive our confirmation.
7. Please be advised that we make every effort to ensure that all the information given on
this site is accurate. All statements and information has been researched and supplied
by third parties.
8. The information given is accurate and reliable, to the best of our knowledge. Should
errors be found, we will rectify them as quickly as possible. However, we accept no
responsibility for errors or inaccuracies.

Included

4 nights in 3* and 4* hotels
Lucca (X2), Viareggio, Pisa
Gps with 6 (+ directions and maps)
Luggage transport between hotels
Emergency numbers
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Not Included

Lunches
Dinners
Insurence & Airfares
E bike Lady-Men Models €150
Trekking bike €80
Carbon Wilier GTR €175
Helmet €7
Front bags €16 & Rear bags €10
Single supplement from €180
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